Numerical Modeling the Effects of Chamfer and Hone Cutting Edge Geometries on Burr Formation
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Abstract: - A finite element based numerical model to simulate orthogonal machining process and associated burr formation process has been developed in the present work. To incorporate simultaneous effects of mechanical and thermal loadings in high speed machining processes, Johnson and Cook’s thermo-visco-plastic flow stress model has been adopted in the conceived numerical model. A coupled damage-fracture energy approach has been used to observe damage evolution in workpiece and to serve as chip separation criterion. Simulation results concerning chip morphology, nodal temperatures, cutting forces and end (exit) burr have been recorded. Model has been validated by comparing chip morphology and cutting force results with experimental findings in the published literature. Effects of cutting edge geometries [Hone and Chamfer (T-land)] on burr formation have been investigated thoroughly and discussed in length. To propose optimum tool edge geometries for reduced burr formation in machining of an aerospace grade aluminum alloy AA2024, numerical analyses considering multiple combinations of cutting speed (two variations), feed (two variations) and tool edge geometries [Hone edge (two variations), Chamfer edge (four variations)] have been performed. For chamfer cutting edge, the “chamfer length” has been identified as the most influential macro geometrical parameter in enhancing the burr formation. Conversely, “chamfer angle” variation has been found least effecting the burr generation phenomenon.
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1 Introduction
Aluminum alloys are amongst the popular metallic materials commonly used in automotive and aeronautical industries due to their attractive weight-to-strength ratio properties. While, their high machinability index (300-1500) allows them to be dry machined [1]. This makes them ideal materials for green manufacturing. Nevertheless, dry machining of aluminum alloys may result in augmented burr formation on workpiece edges [2-3]. Burr, the unwanted sharp material accumulates on edges of machined work parts, as cutting tool exit the workpiece or machining is performed near workpiece edges. Removal of burr from machined part edges is a must process to be carried out using various methods [4], before further processing on machined parts or their use in an assembly environment. The non-value added deburring process involves wastage of resources of energy, money and time. Literature study shows that burr formation can be adequately reduced to minimum levels employing appropriate selection of tool geometry and cutting angles [3, 5], altering the workpiece geometry [4], optimum cutting parameters selection [2, 4, 6] and using MQL and cryogenic assisted machining [7-8] techniques. In the present work a finite element (FE)-based approach to simulate and predict burr formation in
dry machining of an aluminum alloy AA2024 has been proposed. While, FE-methods have been successfully used to simulate multiphysical design problems for last few decades. Machining simulations using chamfer (T-land) and hone tool cutting edge geometries have been performed. Relative effects of macro geometry parameters of chamfer edge tools including chamfer length (lβ) and chamfer angle (γβ) on cutting force variations, chip morphology evolution and exit (end) burr formation have been discussed. Effects of micro geometry parameters have been ignored. Later, geometry parameters effects must be considered in micro machining scenarios, when tool edge dimensions are equal or larger than feed values [9]. Objective is to propose an optimum tool edge geometry (hone and chamfer) to reduce burr formation when dry machining AA2024 with multiple cutting parameters combinations of cutting speed and feed values (for semi-finish to finish cut cases).

For comprehension of burr phenomenon, a numerical model based on 2D FE approach for fundamental orthogonal machining case has been proposed. Simulation results of chip morphology, cutting forces and burr are compared with existing experimental literature [2, 6, 10].

2 Machining model geometry, material behavior and hypothesis

The tool and workpiece geometry is modeled in a commercial FEA software Abaqus®. The conceived model is shown in Fig.1. Three distinct parts of workpiece: machined workpiece, chip separation zone and feed (uncut chip) are modeled separately and onwards attached together using tie-constraint algorithm (Abaqus® inbuilt feature), such that workpiece behave as single entity during cutting simulation. Separate modeling of various parts of workpiece allows to define different material behavior properties (defined later in this section) in different sections of workpiece and ease in defining interaction properties.

Fully constrained boundary conditions are defined only on lower surface of workpiece, allowing material flow and deformation of workpiece elements elsewhere. Whereas, tool can move in negative x-axis direction with the defined cutting speed. Six different tool cutting edge geometries: two hone edge variations and four chamfer edge variations are considered in this work, as shown in Fig.1. Tool angles (positive rake angle = 17.5° and relief angle = 7°) and hone edge radius (rβ = 20μm) are similar to those used in the experimental work [10]. While, rest of five tool edge geometries: one hone edge (rβ = 5μm) and four chamfer edge (with chamfer length (lβ) = 0.1mm and 0.2mm and chamfer angle (γβ) = 15° and 25°) are modeled here to propose optimum tool edge geometry to reduce the burr formation. In Fig. 1, various chamfer edge geometries are represented with their equivalent hone radius (req).

As overall simulation results using chamfer edges would be similar if equivalent hone edge radius would have been used (explained later in next section).

Plain strain hypothesis has been adopted here to perform 2D orthogonal machining simulation. Similar approach has also been used previously in published literature [11-13]. Plain strain continuum elements, CPE4RT, are used to mesh tool and workpiece. These elements allow to record thermomechanical behaviour when coupled temperature-displacement analysis are performed. Tool-workpiece interaction is defined using Coulomb friction law. Cutting tool (tungsten carbide insert) is assigned with its elastic properties only. On the other hand, Johnson and Cook’s thermos-elasto-visco plastic constitutive model [14] is employed for workpiece to simulate its behavior during machining process (equation 1). To realize chip separation, material damage and fracture energy approaches have been considered [15-16]. Johnson and Cook’s shear failure model (equation 2) is used to calculate failure strain. While, equation 3 is used to calculate scalar damage initiation parameter, w.


\[
\sigma_{jc} = \left( A + BE^{\alpha} \right) \left[ \frac{1 + C \ln \left( \frac{\bar{\varepsilon}}{\varepsilon_0} \right)}{\text{Viscosityterm}} \right] \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{T - T_r}{T_m - T_r} \right)^m \right] \]

(1)

\[
\varepsilon_b = \left[ D_1 + D_2 \exp \left( D_3 \frac{\rho}{\sigma} \right) \right] \left[ 1 + D_4 \ln \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_f} \right) \right] \left[ 1 + D_5 \left( \frac{T - T_r}{T_m - T_r} \right) \right]

(2)

\[
\omega = \sum \frac{AE}{E_{0i}}

(3)

Now as the damage initiation parameter accumulates to value of “one”, the damage evolution (D) is subsequently calculated using equations 4 and 5. A numeric value of “one” for damage evolution parameter (D) shows that material stiffness is fully degraded in a specific material element. Onwards, that material element or set of elements can be removed from mesh, allowing chip separation from workpiece.

\[
D = 1 - \exp \left[ - \frac{\bar{u}}{G_f} \int \frac{d \bar{u}}{\sigma} \right]

(4)

\[
D = \frac{\bar{u}}{\bar{u}_f}

(5)

Equation 4, is used in feed area (uncut chip section) and equation 5, is used to calculate damage evolution is chip-separation-zone. In feed area (uncut chip section), the damage evolution parameter (D) never approaches to “one”. This allows chip section elements to remain intact with mesh even acquiring very high value of D (close to one). However, chip section elements having high accumulated value of “D” represent highly deformed set of elements, contributing towards evolution of segmented chip morphology with sharp segments (shown in next section). In equation 4, Gf represents material fracture energy calculated using equation 6, while, displacement at failure is calculated using equation 7.

\[
\left( \frac{G_f}{E} \right)_{I, II} = \frac{1 - v^2}{E} \left( K_c^2 \right)_{I, II}

(6)

\[
\bar{u}_f = \frac{G}{\sigma y}

(7)

Furthermore, as high strains (>5%) during the cutting simulation are expected, therefore, to incorporate geometric nonlinearity, “NLGEOM” option in Abaqus/Explicit is activated.

Abaqus/Explicit uses explicit central difference method as nonlinear solution algorithm.

3 Results and discussions

Machining simulation for multiple combinations of cutting speed (Vc = 800 and 400 m/min), feed (f = 0.3 and 0.4 mm/rev) and tool edge [honed edge: Rn = 5 and 20μm, chamfer edge: (β = 0.1mm, γb = 15°), (β = 0.1mm, γb = 25°), (β = 0.2mm, γb = 15°) and (β = 0.2mm, γb = 25°)] have been carried out. For presentation purpose chamfer edges are represented with their equivalent hone edge radius, as shown in Fig.1. While, in actual simulation work chamfer edges have been used. Numerical results of cutting forces and chip morphology for four different combinations of cutting speed and feed with hone edge radius Rn = 20μm are compared with their corresponding experimental results [10], as shown in Table 1 and Fig.2. A good match of numerical and experimental results can be figured out. For the segmented chip morphology shown in Fig.2(a), hmax and hmin parameters are also highlighted. These parameters are usually used to determine degree of chip segmentation that directly effects machined surface integrity.

During machining process, tool advances in cutting direction (negative x-axis, as per Fig.1 and Fig.2) with certain defined cutting speed and pushes the workpiece material. Material gets elastically and onwards plastically deforms. Sever damage of certain workpiece elements (mainly in front of tool tip) occurs and these elements on acquiring the damage criterion (equation 5) are removed from the mesh. Hence, normal chip formation and its separation process continues. Nevertheless, as tool approaches near workpiece exit edge (along length of workpiece), the unconstrained exit edge (free edge) of workpiece experiences bending load; due to initial elastic flow of workpiece material towards edges (along the length in cutting direction).

As tool further advances, bending load keeps on increasing and a point of maximum stress appears (pivot point) on exit edge. Around this “pivot point” another shear zone develops (termed as “negative shear zone”) and enlarges towards tool edge and meets primary shear zone, as shown in Fig.2. Subsequently, stresses in this dual shear zone region (primary and negative shear zones) rises and material in front of tool tip (in chip separation zone) degrades and loses its stiffness. The damage criterion [used in chip separation zone (equation 5)], under these conditions is prematurely met and mesh elements in this region are removed; quite far ahead of tool tip, as shown in Fig.3. Under these conditions, actual
machining process halts and tool pushes away semi-machined chip (boot type chip) and deforms the workpiece exit edge. The shape of deformed edge (as shown in Fig.3) is termed as negative burr with chamfer in literature [2].

Table 1: Cutting forces (N) comparison for a depth of cut \(a_p = 4\) mm and \(R_n = 20\) µm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parametric combinations</th>
<th>Numerical results</th>
<th>Experimental results [10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(V_C = 800, \ f = 0.3)</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_C = 400, \ f = 0.3)</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_C = 800, \ f = 0.4)</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_C = 400, \ f = 0.4)</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. (a) Numerical and (b) experimental chip [10] comparison for \(V_C = 800\) m/min, \(f = 0.4\) mm/rev, \(R_n = 20\) µm.

In machining of aluminum alloys, two types of exit (end) burr: positive burr (without chamfer) and negative burr (with chamfer) have been witnessed. Cutting parameters and cutting conditions variations can result in either type of burr formation. In the current work, for various combinations of cutting speed, feed and cutting edge only negative burr has been produced for machining of AA2024. Fig.4, shows the burr lengths as function of cutting edges for various combinations of cutting speed and feed. Longer burrs are predicted as cutting edge dimensions (hone edge or chamfer geometry) increases. Similar trends of pivot point location (measured along y-axis from machined surface) have also been figured out. The farther is the location of pivot point from machined surface, longer are the burrs.

Furthermore, to investigate that either thermal softening; promoting flow of material or larger mechanical loadings (for higher tool edge dimensions); causing more widened and deformed plastic zones is the major phenomenon causing burr formation, maximum temperatures and cutting force plots are shown in Fig.5 and 6, respectively.

Fig. 3. Boot type chip, material failure in front of tool tip and burr generation with chamfer edge (\(req = 180\) µm corresponding to \(l_β = 0.2\) mm, \(γ_β = 25^°\)) for \(V_C = 800\) m/min, \(f = 0.4\) mm/rev.

Fig. 4. Burr lengths as function of cutting edge radius.

Fig. 5. Workpiece maximum temperatures as function of cutting edge radius.

It can be figured out (Fig.5) that as tool edge dimension increases the temperature decreases. Indeed, temperature easily dissipates on larger tool edge surface area. This shows that thermal softening for higher tool edge dimensions is not a dominant phenomenon causing flow of material towards edges and promote burr formation. On the other hand, cutting force plots (Fig. 6) show that, as tool edge dimension increases; higher cutting forces are required to
deform a wider area experiencing plastic deformation. Now, due to these widened shear zones (primary and negative shear zones) material in front and far ahead of tool tip gets severely deforms and loses its stiffness (Fig.3) and tool pushes away semi-machined chip, while damaging the exit edge (exit burr).

Finally, chamfer length is the major macroscopic parameter (for chamfer edge tool) which largely influences in widening of shear zone and consequently higher cutting forces are required, as can be figured out by Fig.7 plots. This shows that chamfer length variation can effect burr generation more than chamfer angle variations.

4 Conclusion
This paper presents a FE based numerical approach on burr formation process in orthogonal cutting of an aluminum alloy AA2024. Objective is to investigate the effects of tool edge geometries (hone and chamfer edge) on exit burr lengths. It has been found that, at higher hone edge radius or chamfer edge dimensions (mainly higher chamfer length) widened and highly stressed shear zones (primary and negative) are produced. These cause premature workpiece material failure in the front and far ahead areas of the tool tip. Actual cutting and shearing process cease and tool pushes away the chip and detached uncut chip material (collectively termed as boot type chip), and plastically deforms workpiece exit edge. Later is termed as negative burr with chamfer. It has been found that as tool edge dimensions increases, longer burr lengths are generated. Machining operation performed with large tool edge geometries causes more widened workpiece area to undergo plastic deformation resulting in higher cutting forces. While, temperatures easily dissipate on large tool area and does not cause significant thermal softening; hence not promoting flow of material towards workpiece edges and burr generation. Furthermore, chamfer length is found to be the dominant parameter (for chamfer edge tool) in widening shear zones and enhancing burr formation. This work aims to provide an insight to machinists and production engineers to optimally select tool edge geometries and cutting parameters to minimize burr formation when dry machining AA2024
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Nomenclature

\( n \) Work-hardening exponent
\( P \) Hydrostatic pressure (MPa)
\( T \) Temperature at a given instant (°C)
\( T_m \) Melting temperature (°C)
\( T_r \) Room temperature (°C)
\( \bar{u} \) Equivalent plastic displacement (mm)
\( \bar{u}_f \) Equivalent plastic displacement at failure
\( \Delta u \) Relative displacement of element (mm)
\( V_C \) Cutting speed (m/min)
\( P/\bar{\sigma} \) Stress triaxiality
\( \varepsilon \) Equivalent plastic strain
\( \dot{\varepsilon} \) Plastic strain rate (s\(^{-1}\))
\( \varepsilon_0 \) Reference strain rate (10\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\))
\( \bar{\varepsilon}_f \) Equivalent plastic strain at failure
\( \Delta \varepsilon \) Equivalent plastic strain increment
\( \varepsilon_{oi} \) Plastic strain at damage initiation
\( \sigma_{JC} \) Johnson-Cook equivalent stress (MPa)
\( \sigma_y \) Yield stress (MPa)
\( \omega \) Damage initiation criterion
\( \nu \) Poisson's ratio
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